
Dec evening show 

Music for the big snow storm lets forget the overture and just do the #2 frozen.  

Make sure all your head “fluf” is at your hair line.  

SAM what happened wrong lyrics for the opening.  

Look at the cues from beging to 34.5  

Stg right is lit up and washing out the triangle’s  

Evles in satn get your letter nice job with ducking evee and Shelby. Nice job the vocals were great.  

GREat timing  

Audrina great job you were great nnice job taking the notes and delivering.  

Coach can you show a stance for the line get enough speed and jump in the wind. The freeze and NOAH 

did is great. Add something similar when you give advice to Sam. (avery) 

Clarice body language for the Reindeer you need to be upright and when you x up stage and sin and the 

come down stage that is time to see her prance. When you walk it looks directorial and we don’t want 

that. Need more body lang. you can have Allie help with that if you need. She has a really good reindeer 

stance and prancing. J 

Aiden nice job calling to her in the up Right corner but put a beat in between. Clarice… like you are 

looking for her, then call again and see her.  

Tech there are a few packages that need some rewrapping. Please do that tomorrow. They are torn and 

we can see that from the house.  

Page. 32 you were to fall at the end. Thank you Sophie for the fall you followed the note. The rest of you 

didn’t’ so it then looked like she really fell done.  

Hermy when you say dentist.. page. 33 you need to take a beat and sgtart to say your name. but the you 

get confident and say dentist. This is the seconde time I have give this note. Please apply it.  

Intermission 7:32 go at 7:47.  

Act 2 start.   

Yukon more licking on the ax. Louder. And take your time with it.  

Cue before 93 needs more of the dc light for Yukon guitar sgtrings lijne still in the dark.  

Fog was way to much. Not sure what happened.  

Jenna keep face up ;when oh no its all wrong. Try to lean to side to side instead of down.  

Misfit song is so good you have done a great job on that. Aiden tip your hat back a bit so that we see 

face. A bit of a shadow there keep going on the projection so we can hear you.  

Yuukon nice change on the among misfit , needs more inflection but the subtext is correct now.  



Koda missed the abominable line again pg. 53 please look that over.  

Susie you need to oink. On the stg right side not the left you have to entice the bumble out so Yukon can 

get him.  

You did not block after Yukon falls don’t miss that tomorrow please.  

Human Christmas tree it should be taunt to create a triangle. It had too much slack, but I loved the over 

all look and it was great addition.  

Cue 122.8 add in a bit of 27 

Santa react more to the report. OH OH OH>>> the weather report it too much then tell us. You go so 

quick to lets quit. SEE me about this note.  

Great job with cupcake it looked like you ate it all so well done. Yea Evee and Aiden  

Anastasia I never hear the line on page 69 you hve to project lean in to the mics neae you.  

Tech check all props, light cues etc. for tomorrow. NO error it is closing.  

Run the curtain call for individual bows we lost some people.  

Call time is 5pm tomorrow. Get some rest you guys did a great job today so proud of you. Well done.  

Wheaton  


